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ALTERNATIVE WINTERIM PROPOSAL
6.5 units per year. Inherent in this
reduction of teaching load is also a
reduction in credits needed to
graduate. 34, as opposed to the present 36 will be required. This change
will be brought about by eliminating
the need for two Winterims.
Teachers and students will be
responsible for the participation in
two Winterims in four years.
This is seen as a compromise proposal between UPS's present
Winterim structure and the semester
system proposed earlier. The
semester system would reduce
faculty load to 24 units over four
years or six units per year. It would
require that students obtain 32 units
for graduation with no Winterims offered.

The fruit of the combined labors
of faculty members and student
representatives is a proposal on
Winterim that will somewhat reduce
faculty teaching load and lower the
number of credits needed for
graduation. The Winterim committee, chaired by Dr. David Droge, was
made up of faculty members Dr.
Norm Anderson, Dr. Michel Rocchi,
Dr. Terry Cooney, Ms. Carrie
Washburn, and students Aaron
Petersen and Patty Gustin.
The crux of the proposal is the
plan that will reduce the faculty
teaching load from 27 units over
four years, to 26 units over four
years. This is a break down of a
reduction from 6.75 units per year to

Past study done by Registrar John
Finney revealed that private schools
in the Pacific Northwest, on the
average, required 7.0 teaching units
per year as a teaching load. (as opposed to UPS's present 6.75) Again,
the new Winterim proposal would
reduce that to 6.5, and the semester
proosal would reduce it to 6.0
The argument in favor of a
semester system hinges mainly on
the quality of instruction argument.
It is thought that with less of a load,
teachers will be able to up the time
they put into preparation and instruction, and thus the quality of the
classes.
Many ramifications must be dealt

with, not the least of which are: will
tuition be reimbursed if load is
decreased; with less of a load, will
faculty lay-offs be coming and will it
effect student recruitment?

With the vote pending on Tuesday
the 24th, all interested students are
encouraged to attend this important
meeting.

Note: For the entire Winterim proposal document, please turn to page
3

FAST TO RAISE AWARENESS, HELP NEEDY
By Paul Stone
Tonight, almost 2/3 of the world's
population will go to bed hungry.
There are 460,000,000 people who
will never know the sensation of a
full stomach. As awesome as these
figures may sound, there is a small
way in which the UPS community
may help alleviate a small portion of
the mass suffering that plagues so
many of our fellow human beings.
The Chaplain's Office at UPS is
sponsoring a fast, scheduled for Sunday, November 22, to Monday evening, November 23. Worship service
at Kilworth Chapel will begin the
fast at 7 p.m. and a fast-breaking
celebration will be held at 5 p.m. in
the SUB Lounge. The point of the
fast is two-fold. Not only will it serve
as a consciousness-raising device on
Thanksgiveing week, by allowing
time for reflection on the plight of
the hungry, but it is also a fundraiser for CROP, the Community
Hunger Appeal of the Church World
Service. Mr. Dick Grimwood has
agreed to donate the money saved
on meals not eaten during those
three meals to CROP.
CROP's emphasis in the fight
against world hunger is on development. In their more than thirty years
of feeding the hungry, healing the afflicted, and sheltering the homeless,
CROP has come to learn that there is

a need to attack the root causes of
hunger, most notably the need for
self-sufficiency of Third-World
peoples. The ultimate goal is to help
the needy, at home and abroad,
create for themselves a better quality of life, marked by sustainability

and balanced sharing of both
benefits and burdens.
This unique opportunity to join in
a community effort of goodwill and
understanding ought not be missed.
In our environment, the ravages of
the effects of hunger on the vast ma-

jority of the earth's population are
not often seen. The fast for CROP is
one small effort to tear down the
monolith of hunger that continues to
oppress the impoverished.

-
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WINTERIM PROPOSAL DOCUMENT PUBLISHED.
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PLAYWRIGHT TO
VISIT UPS TO VIEW
INSIDE THEATRE'S
PRODUCTION. See
Page 7.

PROFE SSOR
BALAAM CO-EDITS
BOOK ON WORLD
HUNGER.
See Page 8.
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LOGGERS BEAT
WEATHER AND
SANTA CLARA TO
GAIN PLAYOFF
BERTH. See Page
11.
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To the Editor:
The letters written by Phyllis Lane
and John Thomas were marked by
twisted facts, skirted issues, and
gross misapplications of the Student
Conduct Code. I am compelled to
respond in hopes that the University
community will better understand
the events prior to and during the
hearing, and that positive steps may
be taken.
First, a little background. When an
individual brings charges to the
Dean of Students' Office, a preliminary investigation is initiated (In this
case, Phyllis Lane is in charge of enforcing the Student Conduct Code).
The investigation includes inter views with all involved parties, and a
compilation of all relevant
evidence. At the conclusion of the
investigation, if the DOS Office
decides to press charges, all impar tiality is lost and the DOS Office
becomes an advocate, assisted by an
attorney, for the accuser. The Office, armed with all the information
it has collected, then attempts to
prove the charges in Student Court.
In this particular case, Ms. Lane
decided to press charges against
Brad Olsen and myself.
About a week before our hearing,
under advice of our attorney, we requested copies of all investigatory
reports related to the case. This request was made so that we, the accused, could be as sufficiently
prepared to defend ourselves as
Phyllis Lane was prepared to prosecute us. Importantly, requesting
such information is standard procedure in criminal/civil actions, and
is based on the premise that preparation and reason should supercede
the elements of surprise and

trickery. We requested the information not as a privilege, but as a right.
Our request was denied.
The apparent reason behind the
Court's denial to the investigative
reports was that "confidentiality"
would be breached. I have no problem with denying the information
to uninterested parties, but to deny
the information to the accused is
unreasonable, unfair, and may well
be unlawful. Mr. Olsen and I were
denied such a simple thing as the
name of our accuser, let alone the
evidence against us. In effect, under
the guise of "confidentiality," the
DOS Office made a mockery of a
student conduct code that states in
its general policies that "guarantee
of due process . . reason and fairness
will prevail." (IC.)
No, Mr. Thomas, the Student Conduct Code does not prohibit pre-trial
discovery, but to the contrary would
seem to mandate it. Please read the
principle that governs the section
you so quickly cite, namely Sec. VI.
It states that "Disciplinary pro- ceedings must assure fairness to all
members of the University com(emphasis added). Secmunity.
tions I.C., Vl.C.5, and Vl.C.4.c. further speak to this issue. The rules of
confidentiality and privilege that
you also cited deal only with the admissibility of evidence, and are
simply not applicable to the larger
issue of due process.
Mr. Thomas, we requested the investigate reports not in the spirit of
"formal legalistic procedures," but
rather in the spirit of justice. I find it
a bit presumptuous that the Student
Court can choose to ignore
thousands of years of legal history
and embark on its own course to "ar.
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rive at the truth concerning a situation." The Court seems to be implying that legal procedures are
detrimental to justice, fairness, and
due process. I completely agree that
the Student Court is ill-equipped to
follow legalistic procedure, but at
least it can abide by the fundamental tenets of our judicial system.
Finally, Mr. Thomas' spurious
assertion that the court reporter was
excluded from the hearing because
of redundancy. What is the harm of
redundancy? The court reporter was
there at our request and expense in
order to have an accurate transcript
of the hearing. The tape taken by the
Student Court is the sole property of
the Student Court. Denying the
defendants the right to an accurate
transcript raises many interesting
questions about the motives of the
I doubt it.
Courty. Superfluity
Ms. Lane, you completely miss the
point. Confidentiality is fine, but not
when used to your office's advantage as the "prosecutor" and to the
accused person's disadvantage. All I
ask for is the equal opportunity to
prepare. Certainly, protection from
public scrutiny and due process are
compatible.
In addition, your naive assumption that all university citizens will
act in good faith toward one another
is ridiculous. Indeed, if this were true
there would be no need for a student
conduct code. Throughout the incident your office did not exhibit
"good faith" toward Brad Olsen or
myself.
I write this letter not because of
the decision reached by the Student
Court; Brad Olsen and I were completely vindicated. Rather, going
through the whole process has made
it abundantly clear to me that there
is room for vast improvement. As it
stands, I would strongly advise
anyone who is under investigation
by the DOS Office for violation of
the Student Conduct Code to refuse
to speak with the office until there is
a guarantee that he will receive a
copy of the investigative report. The
"cloak and dagger" approach that
the Office currently uses can only
work against the accused should he
go the Student Court.
-

I have complete faith in the integrity of the members of the Student Court; I have nothing but contempt for some procedures the
Court chooses to follow.
In conclusion, I join the DOS Office in inviting the Trail to investigate the Student Conduct Code.
In Ms. Lane's words: "it is essential
that the well-being, rights, and
responsibilities of all members be
understood and respected."
Sincerely,

Robert N. Gellatly
To The Editor:
This is a very lengthy editorial, but

deals with the Winterim/Faculty
Load issue. Please take 10 minutes
to read it.
it

A proposal is currently facing the
faculty, a proposal that would
reduce faculty teaching load from
its current 27 units every four years,
(6.75 units instructed per year) to 24
units every four years (6 units instructed per year). This proposal, in
my most respectful words would be
very shortsighted.
Let me explain; a reduction in
faculty load from 27 units to 24
units, by simple substitution is a
reduction of 3 units by every faculty
every 4 years. There are roughly 150
faculty members, thus, a reduction
of 450 classes would occur every 4
years or 112 less classes each year.
Here is the problem. What courses
would be cut? I would like to know,
as I am sure the Academic Dean's office, the department on campus that
could afford to cut current courses
offered; is there that much dead
wood on campus? To overcome this
problem, the proposal further advocates the elimination of all
Winterim courses, thus no Winterim.
I did a little counting, and came
with 4 core classes being offered
during '82 Winterim and 43 major
electives. This is a total of 47
courses that would have to be done
away with or taught during the
regular semester if the present
number of required courses would
remain unchanged. (it is highly
doubtful that many faculty, after
just reducing these their load to 6
will opt to increase it back up to 7 by
instructing these dropped courses
during the regular semester). To
overcome this problem, the pro- posal also supports lowering the requirements for graduation, from 36
units to 32. The logic; less courses
needed to graduate, the less the
number of courses needed to be instructed. Seems reasonable.
My questions are: Will core requirements be lowered or major re- quirements? I think most likely it will
be the elective courses (just a stab).
My next question is, will we have
to pay the same amount of tuition
for 32 units as we did for 36 units?
The answer is yes, because (as the
argument goes), we will lengthen
each semester to compensate for the
reduced courses and for the reduced
4 weeks per year of Winterim instruction. Hopefully students will
not argue giving up 4 weeks of study
in Bioethics, Keynesian Economics,
Computer Science, or an Internsip at
Remann Juvenile Hall for 8 extra days of regular semester class
each year. Is it a fair trade? You be
the judge.
Some basic overall questions
need to be answered. Do students

want 4 less elective courses offered,
(u'nâny students find it difficult to
take anything outside of their major
or core requirement). Do students
want to pay the same tuition for 4
less weeks of Winterim instruction
for 8 more days of semester study?
Do students want to give up the
alternatives that Winterim offers; Internships, Independent Studies,
Travel, School Exchanges, and some
very innovative courses?
Please Turn to Page 3
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Any proposal to change the
academic calendar represents more
than the juggling of schedules and
requirements. The debate over the
continuance of Winterim and the
reduction of teaching load allows
faculty the opportunity to par ticipate in determining the character
of this institution. We urge all our
colleagues to weigh carefully the
philosophical, as well as the practical, implications of any proposal to
change the calendar. Both proposals
before us address the central question: "What direction shall
undergraduate education take at the
University of Puget Sound.?"
Because this issue if of critical importance, we believe each faculty
member should participate in this
decision by attending the faculty
meeting scheduled for Tuesday,
November 24 at 4:00 p.m. in Mcintyre 106.
This committee affirms the unique value of a Winterim program to
the University. Central to our support of the Winterim calendar is the
recognition that this format is an
educationally sound aspect of a
liberal arts education. The opportunities afforded by the Winterim
calendar have a potential for learning which cannot be duplicated in
regular semester offerings. Winterim
is not constrained by the limitations
of time, space, and discipline which
characterize regular semesters. The
difficulties encountered in implementing the Winterim program at
UPS are rectifiable. These difficulties are not sufficient reason to
abandon the program.
In developing this proposal we
have contacted a number of other
universities which maintain an Interim program. Our conclusions
after this survey are:
1) An Interim program is maintained in approximately 15 percent
of the private liberal arts colleges in

the United States. In an article to be
published in Liberal Education, Lee
Swan, Assistant Dean of St. Olaf College, summarizes the changes in Interim programs between the 1975-76
and 1979-80 academic years. In that
four-year period, 15 colleges abandoned the 4-1-4 calendar and 16 colleges adopted an Interim calendar.
Five colleges with a 4-1-4 calendar
disbanded during that time period.
UPS is unique among these
schools in that we have no requirement that either faculty or students
participate in Winterim. Students
are required to take 36 units to
graduate, and full-time tuition includes the opportunity to enroll in
Winterim at no extra charge. Faculty
are required to teach 7 units in each
of 3 years and 6 units during the
fourth year. Thus, although
Winterim is a convenient way for
students and faculty to meet their
obligations, it is not required for
either group.
Interim programs are under
"serious scrutiny" at many of these
other institutions. Some have abandoned the 4-1-4 calendar. Others
have reaffirmed their commitment
to this form of innovation. Lee Swan
believes that many of the problems
Interim programs have faced stem
from "academic mismanagement"
of the Interim. This mismanagement
frequently occurs under the guise of
innovation (e.g., limiting Winterim to
Pass/Fail courses, slacking standards
in the name of experimentation).
Swan provides a convincing argument that the "singlemindedness" of
the Winterim calendar, the opportunity to study one and only one
subject intensively during this
period, is the major innovative
feature of the 4-1-4 calendar. There
is no reason to relax existing standards for course offerings during
Winterim. Swan notes that several of
his colleagues who participated in

TAG Establishes Guest Artist
Fund
Minneapolis, San Francisco, Anchorage, Berkeley, San Diego,
Ashland and Tacoma. What do these
cities have in common? Far-flung as
they are across the continent, these
cities have been recent stopping
places for three guest artists working
on Tacoma Actor Guild's current
production of Vanities, by Jack
Heifner.
Director Roberta Levitow, Set
Designer Karen Gjelsteen and
Lighting Designer Robert Peterson
are in Tacoma as part of the Ben B.
Cheney Foundation Guest Artist Program. Established in October, 1981
with a $10,000 grant from the Ben B.
Cheney Foundation, the Guest Artist
Program enables TAG to attract top
professional talent from throughout
the country.
The fund allows TAG to meet the
additional expenses of hiring guest
artists and, in turn, gives local
theatregoers the opportunity to see
the work of these nationally
recognized artists at their own
hometown theatre.
"This support from the Cheney
Foundation is most appreciated,"

said Marilyn Raichle, TAG's Managing Director. "The Cheney Foundation is a model of commitment and
leadership in the arts community of
Pierce County."
This support should serve as an example to the community of how the
private and corporate sectors can
help to create and sustain a healthy
environment in which the arts can
thrive, Raichle commented.
"This is especially important in
view of the current atmospher of
fiscal restraint in the areas of
government funding for the arts,"
she emphasized.
Raichle is hopeful that the Cheney
Foundation's grant establishing the
Guest Artist Fund will encourage
continuing support for the program
from other sources.

UPS Annual Pot and Print Sale,
December 4 and 5, Friday 10 am - 9
pm and Saturday 10 am -6 pm in the
Kittredge Main Gallery.

Interim exchanges with other
schools report that so-called "experimental" features create an atmosphere which is not conducive to
serious study. A consequence of this
mismanagement is that the regular
semester is perceived as "real
school," and Interim becomes
"playtime."
Based on these conclusions, we
•offer the following proposal. We
believe that this proposal meets the
charge by the faculty that our Committee develp a "best" Winterim
program. At the core of this proposal
are two basic tenets. Although other
features of the proposal are
modifiable because of practical exigencies, these two features are at
the heart of our proposal.
Winterim should be a part of
"real school," rather than be
relegated to second-class-citizenship
in the educational program at UPS.
It should be recognized by students
and faculty as an integral part of
undergraduate education at this
University. Winterim should be required.
Faculty load should be reduced. After investigating the feasibility
of a plan which included a reduction
in teaching load to 6 units each year,
the Committee concluded
—reluctantly - that retaining a
Winterim program is incompatible
with reducing faculty teaching load
to six units. However, the Committee
is convinced that the need to reduce
teaching load is of paramount importance in any proposed calendar
revision.

Our proposal is:
reduce faculty teaching load
from 27 courses over a four-year
period (7-7-7-6) to 26 courses over a
four-year period, with all faculty
teaching 2 Winterims as a part of the
normal teaching load;
require 34 units for graduation and include two Winterims (one
to be taken during the Freshman or
Sophomore year and one to be taken
during the Junior or Senior year) as a
part of graduation requirements;
subject proposed Winterim
course offerings, including courses
proposed to meet Core requirements, to the existing standards
and procedures for the approval of
regular semester offerings. Prohibit
the offering of regular-semester
courses which meet Core requirements during Winterim, unless
the Winterim form of the course has
been arrnroved for the Core by the
Curriculum Committee:

Please Turn to Page 4
-

In conjunction with Golden Rule
Tours & Travel presents a booking
service. There is no need to track
down good prices let us do it for
you. Come to the student programs
office (SUB Rm. 213) on Thursdays
between 9 & 11 am and ask for Jan.
Don't forget to make reservations
early for the holidays. ??? questions
call Jan x3367 or x4175.

Letters

Continued from Page 2
I think the answer would be no to
these questions, (according to all
student surveys our office has run
the percentage is as high as 95% for
keeping Winterim).
But, at the same time, there is a
valid argument that the faculty load
at UPS should be reduced. How do
we do this and keep Winterim?
What is needed is a compromise
between those who wish load to be 6
units a year and those of us that wish
to reduce load but keep a Winterim.
For the past several weeks a
Student/Faculty Committee has
been addressing this very issue.
Before explaining the proposal a
brief note is necessary. John Finney
compiled a report entitled Faculty
Teaching Load: A Comparison of Fifty Institutions, which concluded that
the average faculty load at the
University of Puget Sound is "(1)
equal to the average load at other
private institutions in the State of
Washington, (2) is slightly higher
than schools in the eighteen - institutions Comparison Group, and (3) is
slightly lower than schools in the a
national random sample of comparable"
multipurpose
institution."
(we have copies in
the ASB office if you would like a
copy of the report). Additionally this
comparison of UPS to other schools
notes UPS as having a 28 unit load or
7 units per year, (an error John Finney will readily admit). In reality
UPS has a faculty load of 27 units in
a four year period or 6.75 units a
year.
Back to the committee's proposal,

it advocates reducing faculty load
to 6.5 units a year or 26 units every
four years. This would be accomplished by giving all faculty
every other Winterim off. Thus total
graduation requirements would be
dropped from 36 units to 34, (including two required Winterims).
This proposal would most certainly contain some of the problems the
semester system would have, but
any reduction in faculty load will
have these problems. The basic conclusion is that while 26 unit load
would not reduce faculty load as
much as a 24 unit load, it also would
not be as drastic on the curriculum.,
The Committee feels that a trade off
is necessary, reduce faculty load
(not so drastic, though) and keep
Winterim (only 2). Personally, I feel
that this proposition is a compromise between two extremes. UPS
can't afford to reduce faculty load
to 6 units a year without taking a
drastic decrease in its curriculum.
And one must agree that we would
be quite shortsighted, and narrowminded if we opted for a proposal
that did. Support for a compromise
is needed.
Tuesday, the 24th at 4 pm in McIntyre 106 the Faculty will vote on the
issue of Faculty Load/Winterim. We
should all be there and support a, rational, farsighted, decision. Our
academic calendar warrents our
time and attention, please be there.
Thanks.
Aaron Petersen
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Winterim Alternative
Continued from Page 3
require transfer students with
Lower division standing to enroll in
two Winterim courses in order to
graduate; require Upper division
transfer students to enroll in one
Winterim course in order to
graduate;
employ the guidelines suggested by the two-semester committee for altering other graduation requirements (e.g., residence degree
requirements);
limit student load to 1 unit of
academic credit during Winterim.
Eliminate fractional-unit activity
courses from Winterim;
stipulate that Winterim
teaching be a part of faculty evaluation for advancement purposes.
Establish a set of criteria for "excellence in Winterim teaching."
implications:
It may appear that the issue is
totally contained in a single question, "Do you prefer a 6-unit
load/semester calendar or a 7-unit
load/Winterim calendar?" However,
an intensive examination of this
question has led to additional questions which must be addressed - individually and collectively - or the
faculty and the University may well
reap unexpected and probably
undesireable consequences. The
University community is an extremely complex system with many components acted upon by a number of
forces, both internal and external. As
an institution, UPS is delicately
balanced and responds to stress in
wondrous and unanticipated ways.
(Who has been surprised by the staffing impact of the adoption of the
Core curriculum?)
Among the elements of the UPS
system are:
non-tuition
Because
resources are limited, institutional
income is essentially related directly
to courses taught.
We are a liberal arts and a
professional institution, with far
more professional than liberal arts
students.

The shared belief that the institution's academic program is
grounded in a liberal arts viewpoint.
41 University-wide, the curriculum
has three basic components:
University Core curriculum
service courses
Elective courses for all
students
Specialized courses within
degree programs. The emphasis on
each particular type of course varies
among departments and schools;
Beyond the University-wide
liberal arts commitment, each faculty member is also a competent practitioner of a specific discipline and
has a commitment to that discipline
which is of great significance to him
or her both within the campus community and within that discipline
outside the University.
Further, both the liberal arts
perspective and the specific
discipline proficiency are subsumed
by a commitment to competent and
effective teaching. Each UPS faculty
member seeks to resolve the tensions created by these commitments
in an institution which inherently has
an extremely high dependence on
tuition income.
Thus, each faculty member
—young or old - is continually examining the present situation and
projecting into the future in an attempt to strike a balance among
these tensions. Further, the item
naturally foremost in everyone's
mind is teaching load. Thus, it is appropriate that the load question be
raised. However, because of the
"delicate balance" referred to
above, it is essential that a broad
spectrum of issues be examined
when considering "load." (It should
be noted that the above has focused
on faculty-centered issues - there
are comparab!e tensions existing for
members of the administration and
staff as well as for the students.)
As a means of providing a broader
vision of the "load" issue, the
following questions is presented for
the consideration of all members of
the University committee.

Champion Mekong Deltas Phyllis Justice, Brian Threkeld, Jay Edgerton, and Sherman Shelton contemplate bonus question during the final
round of the College Bowl.

Question:
What would be the comparative
impact of the present system (27
courses in 4 years), the Winterim
Study calendar proposal (26 units in
4 years, 2 Winterims required), and
the two-semester calendar proposal
(24 courses in 4 years, with extended
semesters) on each of these areas?
Teaching load:
27/4 - Under the present
system, faculty are expected to
teach 3 of 4 Winterims, but many exceptions occur.
26/4 - Two Winterims are
required; all faculty teach every
other Winterim.
24/4 - No Winterims exist;
semesters are extended - what will
occur during that 3-week break?
Curriculum:
Both proposed changes
will require realignment of present
curricular offerings. Departments
and schools need to consider
seriously the effect any proposed
calendar change will have on the
number of courses available, the
stafing requirements for University
curriculum, and the balance between courses which serve the entire
University (usually Core courses)
and courses which fulfill requirements of the respective
disciplines. We urge faculty to consider the impact of changing faculty
load not only on their own departmental courses, but also on the cur ricular offerings of their colleagues
in other departments and schools
within the University.
Financing:
We see no need to alter tuition. Under the two-semester proposal, tuition would not be reduced,
although students will "lose" the opportunity to take four courses over a
four-year period. The rationale
underlying this decision is that extending the length of each semester
will compensate for the lost units.
However, the proposed twosemester calendar will result in a
loss of 8 days of instruction in each
academic year, or 32 fewer days of
instruction over a four year period.

Photo by Dave Frankel

Our proposal offers students the opportunity to elect 2 more courses in
four years while containing only 40
fewer days of instruction than the
present calendar in any four-year
period. There is no substantial loss in
the "amount" of teaching to reduce
tuition under our plan than under
the two-semester plan.

-

Student acceptance
(recruiting and retention)
27/4 -- 4 Winterims
available, non required
26/4 - 2 Winterims required
24/4 - No Winterims available.
Character and Mission of
the University:
We expect each faculty
member will consider seriously the
impact of reducing or eliminating
Winterim on the quality of teaching
and learning in the University, on
liberal arts education, on professional education, and on "education
for a lifetime."
We are convinced that our proposal, which affirms Winterim as an
integral feature of the UPS experience, will lead to an improved
quality of the educational experience at this institution. We share
the conviction that Winterim
courses do not vary more in quality
than do regular semester offerings.
The variation in quality simply is
more apparent when students are
enrolled in only one course.
This proposal requires a sacrifice
on the part of both studentss and
faculty, as does the two-semester
proposal. Adoption of this proposal
would require an intense examination of all aspects of our curriculum,
as would the adoption of the twosemester proposal. This proposal affirms the existence of intensive
study in one subject as an indispensable aspect of the unique educational opportunity here at the
University of Puget Sound. The twosemester calendar proposal
eliminates this opportunity. We conclude by encouraging all our colleagues to consider carefully all
aspects of changing the academic
calendar, to participate actively in
the deliberation over this major revision of the University of Puget
Sound, and to attend the faculty
meeting on November 24.

-

-

-

-
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Pizza Consumption
competitors required a large
volume. Each pair of contestants
was required to eat one large
Domino's pizza, of the pepperoni
variety, between them. This
amounted to 2% pounds of pizza
per pair.
A mere 2% pounds of pizza was
not enough to deter those who showed up for the contest. This could
quickly be evidenced by any spectators who happened to glance in
the direction of the mouths of those
busily engaged in the digestive process.
When all the pizza had been consumed, and had stayed consumed
for that matter, the winners of the
contest were announced.
In the male category these were
Kyle Schwenk and Scott Rich. They
successfully finished their pizza in a
time of three minutes and two
seconds. For the females, Karen
Cray and Kathleen Kahua were the
victors.

For many of us here on campus,
"pizza eating" is strictly a nonathletic event. A leisurely feast including a pizza with your favorite
toppings is the perfect capper to a
night of hard studying. Add a bottle
of wine or two, a friend, and possibly
soft music, and one has created the
near-perfect evening.
To those students who gathered
for the Second Annual, Circle "K"
Pizza Eating Contest however, all
these "finer" aspects of pizza eating
were secondary. They arrived on
that rainy Wednesday in November
for one purpose only; the consumption of pizza in the fastest time
possible. In the words of the Kiwanis
representative running the event, the
affair was ". . an exercise for speed
and the ability to hold it (pizza)
down." At the end of the contest, he
asserted, it would be determined
who had "the fastest mouth on campus. ,,
In addition to a large mouth, the

at its

Fastest

Kyle Schwenk prepares to induce vomiting as Scott Rich continues to
stuff his face during the pizza eating contest.
Photo by Chad Haines

Expeditionary or A-Frame?
By John Bain
In view of the University's demand for housing, the status of the
Expeditionary is being freshly examined. University officials are considering a plan in which the A-frame
in which the Expeditionary is based
would be turned into a living area
for students. The decision to make
this conversion would be based on
the projected need for more student
housing in the near future. In addi-

tion to this need for additional housing, it has also been suggested by
some that perhaps the Expeditionary
has in the past not been used to its
fullest potential.
According to a representative of
the Expeditionary however, this is
not the case. In their view, the Expeditionary provides a service that
far outweighs any possible benefit
that the University could glean from
converting their present location in-

New Weliness Center
By Mary Ann Cooper
began working for Health Services
The Wellness Center is a new add ilast year and will also see students
tion to Health Services this year.
at the Penninsula Family Medical
Mae Sprenger, as both the UPS
Center in Gig Harbor. In addition to
nurse and director of the Health Ser their other duties the Doctors convices, believes that the purpose of
duct athletic physicals and attend
the Wellness Center is to help peoUPS home football games in order to
pie to be "more educated about
treat immediately any possible intheir own bodies and more responsijury to our athletes.
ble for their own health." The
Mae Sprenger, R.N. is available
Weilness Center is a small room
Monday through Friday from 8 am to
located to one side of the Counsel12 noon and 1 pm to 4:30 pm. She
ing and Health Services lobby. The
has worked Nursing most of her life
room contains a bed, thermometers,
and
takes continuing education
decongestants, and more importantcourses whenever possible. In fact,
ly, Self-Help Information sheets.
this past summer she completed the
One instruction sheet, for instance,
tells exactly how a patient may pro- core requirements for a Nurse Practitioner. Mrs. Sprenger's late husband,
ceed in taking his own temperature.
Dr. Robert Sprenger, was chairman
Another lists self care instructions
of both the Chemistry and Natural
for a cold and/or sore throat.
Sciences departments here at UPS
While the Wellness Center is not
before his death. Mrs. Sprenger says
designed strictly as do-it-yourself
that she applied for the nurse's posimedicine, it is designed as a screention here four years ago because she
ing process. The Weilness Center
"liked working with young people."
contains the information needed for
Another cheerful face at Health
a student to assess his own situation.
Services is Susan Ahiborn the
Furthermore, the patient may help
secretary, receptionist, and medical
himself to medications for such
assistant. According to Mrs. Ahlborn
things as a minor cold.
the clinic sees an average of over 40
After assessing his own health and
patients a day.
deciding that the situation warrents
Though Health Services still takes
further help, the patient may request
drop-ins most of these patients are
to see the nurse or a doctor.
by appointment. The appointment
Either Dr. James Patterson or Dr.
system, according to Susan Ahiborn,
John Samms will be available in the
is a vast improvement over the past
clinci from 8 am until 12 noon Monyears because now the students
day, Wednesday and Friday, and
spend "less time waiting and more
Monday evenings from 5:30 until 9
time with the Doctor."
pm. Doctors Samms and Patterson
-

to housing. Further, the University
either has no plans, or has not as yet
divulged them to all Expeditionary
personnel to relacate this center in
another area.
The fact of having no Expeditionary at all, said an involved party,
would be detrimental to the University as a whole because of the invaluable service which it provides.
Through the Expeditionary, she
maintained, students, faculty and
staf alike are given the opportunity
to rent out all manner of sports
equipment for very reasonable rates.
It is well to its credit that the Expeditionary can boast that these same
rental rates have not increases since
its establishment in 1978.
As of now, the Expeditionary is entirely self-sufficient. It is presently
neither funded by the University nor
ASUPS. After its rental funding by
the Enrichment Committee in 1978,
it has relied upon rentals for the
upkeep of its equipment and the

eventual purchase of new equipment to replace the old, worn-out
items, This necessary upkeep and
replacement process was cited as
the only reason for the rental
charges. A profit motive remains to
be non-existent. Damage done to
equipment, loss of some, and in
some instances the intentional theft
of equipment was also cited as the
reason behind the rental fees and
deposit which are required before
items are loaned out. Initially, when
a student card was the only prerequisite, theft was phenomenal.
Though the Expeditionary is
primarily a service organization,
employees there feel that it is not
really being used to its fullest advantage. This is due to several factors,
the least of which not being that
there are certain misconceptions
concerning it that are currently
floating around campus.
Many students seem to confuse
the Expeditionary with the ASUPS
Please Turn to Page 8

MODERN STYLING IN A COMFORTABLE
OLD FASHION SE177NG'
Specializing in Fine 6' Problem Hair
for both Women and Men.
Open Monday thru Saturday 9-5
(Early and late appts. available)
IA

Hair Boutique
MARIAN G. HILL, OWNER
hair designing / salon waves I coloring / highlighting
3223/ 6th ave/tacoma, washington 98406 /759-5171

-
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CONSTITUTIONAL REVISIONS
The following changes, deletions,
and additions to the ASUPS Constitution were recommended and
presented to the Student Senate by
the Governance Committee on
November 17, 1981. The Student
Senate approved these recommendations on November 17, 1981, thus
allowing each individual change,
deletion, and addition to be brought
before the Student Body in a special
election on Thursday, December 10,
1981.

CHANGES:
ARTICLE Ill, Section 2

ARTICLE VIlI, Section 1
For procedure not covered in
the Constitution or the By-laws of
this organization, the Student
Senate shall adopt the use of a
recognized, competent parliamentary procedure.

DELETIONS:
ARTICLE III, Section 4; line i
ARTICLE Ill, Section 5
ARTICLE III, Section 7; lines e,f,i
ARTICLE Ill, Section 9; lines b,g

The President of the ASUPS
shall be at least a sophomore at the

ARTICLE Ill, Section 13

time of the general election in which
he is elected and shall be a fee-

ARTICLE III, Section 14

paying member of the ASUPS during
his full term of office.

ARTICLE IV, Section 8

ARTICLE III, Section 4

ARTICLE VI, Section 1

to appoint the General
Manager of the ASUPS with consent

ARTICLE VI, Section 2

of the Student Senate.
when necessary, to remove all
persons whom he appoints, with consent of the Student Senate.
ARTICLE III, Section 6
The Executive Vice President of
the ASUPS shall be at least a
sophomore at the time of the general
election in which he is elected and
shall be a fee-paying member of the
ASUPS during his full term of office.
ARTICLE III, Section 7
to appoint all members to
Student Senate committees and

agencies in accordance with the Bylaws and with consent of the Student
Senate.
when necessary, to remove
all persons whom he appoints, with

the consent of the Student Senate.
ARTICLE Ill, Section 8
The Business Vice President of
the ASUPS shall be at least a
sophomore at the time of the general
election in which he is elected and
shall be a fee-paying member of the
ASUPS during his full term of office.
ARTICLE III, Section 12
The Executive officers of the
ASUPS shall hold office for a period
of one year, in accordance with the

By-laws.
ARTICLE IV, Section 3
d. the Dean of Students, or
his/her designee.
ARTICLE VI, Section 4
There shall be two general elec-

tions: one in the Fall term and one in
the Spring term. At the general election in the Fall, seven senators shall
be elected from the ASUPS. At the
general ele€tion in the Spring, the
other five senators shall be elected
along with the elected executive officers of the ASUPS.

ARTICLE VI, Section 3

ADDITIONS:
ARTICLE Ill, Section 4
1. to be easily accessible to the
student body on official school days
by means of regular office hours
throughout his full term. This
responsibility may be fulfilled by
either Vice President.
ARTICLE III, Section 7
j. to appoint a Secretary of the
Student Senate with consent of the
Student Senate. The term shall coincide with the ASUPS fiscal year.
ARTICLE Ill, Section 9
to appoint all members to Student Senate committees and agencies in accordance with the By-laws
and with consent of the Student
Senate.
ARTICLE III, Section 15
The General Manager and the
ASUPS Executive officers shall be
authorized to transact any business
which concerns the ASUPS during
the summer months, in accordance
with policies set forth by the Student
Senate.
ARTICLE Ill, Section 16
The outgoing Executive officers
shall continue to hold office, after
the general election of the new executive officers during a specified
transition period in accordance with
the By-laws.
ARTICLE IV, Section 10
A quorum of the Student
Senate shall be two-thirds of the current membership of the Student
Senate.
ARTICLE X
Section 1. In the absence or inability
of the ASUPS President to perform

Section 5. Should the office of President and Executive Vice President
become vacant at the same time, the
Business Vice President shall assume
all powers and responsibilities of the
President. The offices of the Executive Vice President and the
Business Vice President shall be f illed in accordance with Section 2 and
Section 3.
Section 6. Should all three Executive
officers become vacant at the same
time, a President Pro-tern shall be
elected from the membership of Student Senate to assume all powers
and responsibility of the President.
The President Pro-tern shall serve until the end of the Executives term.
This election shall take place at the
next official Student Senate
meeting. The offices of the Executive Vice President and the
Business Vice President shall be f illed in accordance with Section 2 and
Section 3.

the duties delegated to him, the Executive Vice President of the ASUPS
shall vacate his office and assume
all the powers and responsibilities of
the President until the end of the Executives regular term in office with
consent of two-thirds of Student
Senate.
Section 2. Should the office of Executive Vice President become vacant, the Student Senate shall elect
a charperson Pro-tern from its
members to assume all powers and
responsibilities of the Executive
Vice President until the end of the
Executives regular term in office.
This election shall take place at the
next official Student Senate
meeting.
Section 3. Should the office of
Business Vice President become vacant the Student Senate shall elect
either the ASUPS accountant, who
upon election shall rsign from the
position of accountant, or a Student
Senate member to assume all
powers and responsibilities of the
Business Vice President until the end
of the Executives regular term in of fice. The election shall take place at
the next official Student Senate
meeting.
Section 4. Should a student position
on Student Senate become vacant,
the Student Senate shall decide by a
two-thirds majority vote to either:
give the ASUPS President the
authority to nominate any feepaying member of the ASUPS to fill
the position(s) until the next general
election. This authority shall be
limited to two nominations per
presidential term and requires a
three-fourths confirmation of the
Student Senate.
call for a special election to
fill the position(s)
allow the position(s) to remain vacant until the next general
election.

Jazz At The
Inside Theatre
Swing, bop and all that contemporary jazz will fill the University of
Puget Sound Inside Theatre, Tuesday, Nov. 24, for "Jazz at the Inside
Theatre."
The UPS Jazz Band will draw on
the bid band repertoires of such jazz
greats as Rob McConnell, Buddy
Rich, Count Bassie and Woody Herman for the free program which
begins at 8 pm. Robert Musser,
associate professor of music, directs
the 18-piece band.
Among the program highlights
will be a vocal solo of Woody Herman's "I Got News for You," performed by Stephen James, a member
of the UPS Adelphians and Vocal
Jazz Ensemble.
The band will also play works
from the libraries of Don Menza,
Don Ellis, Thad Jones and Bill
Holman.
The Inside Theatre is inside Jones
Hall at North 15th and Lawrence
streets. For more information, call
the UPS School of Music, 756-3253.

By-Law Change The Student Senate is considering changing ARTICLE Ill, Section C,
2. a., from:
"eleven (11) students, two of which
are alternates, all of which must currently be full-time with at least one
resident semester standing,
nominated in accordance with ARTICLE II, Section E."
to:
eleven (11) students, two of which
are alternates, nominated in accordance with ARTICLE II, Section E.

-

The rationale for this is that no
other standing committee requires
members to be full time with one
semester standing. The clause limits
some qualified students from participating.

LiVE MUSIC
FRI/SAT AT 9:00
OPEN MIKE WED.

HOM EMADE
PIZZA &
SANDWICHES

POOL &
VIDEO
UNICORN
TA VERN
5203 N. 49th
Formerly 'The Brick Tavern'
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'Tactics"

Plavwright to

"A play is not really a play until it
produced. . .the script sitting on
he shelf is only a recipe for the
vent that can take place in that
heatre space," contends John
At age 36, the St. Paul, Minn. resient is one of today's young rising
laywrights. He is part of a new
eneration of writers whose
'recipes" are becoming "events"
ecause more theatres are commited to producing new works.
Orlock is coming to the University
f Puget Sound to see just such a
roduction - the West Coast
rem iere of his "Tactics for Nonilitary Bodies" at the UPS Inside
heatre. The comic-drama will be
resented Nov. 20 and 21 and Dec.
• 5, 11 and 12 at 8 pm. For reservaions, call 756-3329.
Orlock will attend the Saturday,
ov. 21, performance and will adress UPS theatre classes Monday
nd Tuesday, Nov. 23 and 24.
Nov. 23 at 4 pm, he will conduct a
orum on the playwright's craft at
the Inside Theatre. The public is
welcome to attend the free forum
which will feature a question and
answer session.
The UPS production of "Tactics"
is only the second American staging
of the work. It made its debut in
November1980 at the Focus Theatre
in Dublin, Ireland. In January1981 it
was produced at the Cricket Theatre
in Minneapolis, where Orlock is
literary manager. He alsoteachespart
time at Carleton, St. Catherine and
St. Thomas colleges.
Orlock says theatres' commitment
to producing new work has become
most evident in the last five years.
Among those theatres are Actors
Theatre of Louisville, Cricket
Theatre and Empty Space Theatre in
Seattle.
Commenting on the increasing interest in theatre today, Orlock
remarks, "in any art form there is a
cycle of revitalization."
"The writers of the 'SOs who rose
to prominence -- Tennessee
Williams, William Inge and Arthur
Miller - were the dramatic voice of
one generation," Orlock says. While
"their work is standard of theatrical
excellence," he continues, "there is
a need for new voices."
Television has had a negative effect on playwriting in many respects
because the imagination of a television screen is limited, Orlock ventures.
But, "writing for the theatre, you
have literally an entire universe at
your disposal," Orlock says. "You
are entering into the experience with
an excitement between yourself (the
playwright), the director, actors and

Help reflect the spirit of sharing
by donating one or more cans of
food for needy Pierce County
families.
The donated food will go to the
Salvation Army Food Bank which
will distribute food baskets to
qualified families at Thanksgiving.
This food drive is sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional

View Premiere

the audience." In theatre, he says,
"all of these imaginations come
together."
Expanding on his contrast between the two media, Orlock offers
that television is a literal form. To
show a man on a cliff, the man is
filmed on a cliff. The theatre cliff is
created by the actor.
The "excitement and attraction"
Orlock finds in theatre is "that
magic of conjuring a cliff, of
transforming an actor in an empty
space. It's like no other activity that
I've ever been engaged in. It's magic.
It's absolute magic."
Orlock has been writing plays
"seriously" for eight years. Before
that, he wrote some work while attending graduate school at Pennsylvania State University.
Among Orlock's other plays are

"Indulgences in thee Louisville
Harem," "The D.B. Cooper Project,"
"Revolution of the Heavenly Orbs,"
"Glasswork" and "The Music Stands

of

Sidney." His radio drama,
"Sponge Notes," was produced by
National Public Radio's Earplay
series. His work has been staged
off-Broadway and by a number of
regional theatres, including Actors
Theatre, Alley Theatre in Houston,
Cleveland Playhouse, Arizona
Theatre Company, Los Angeles
Theatre Exchange and the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival.
Orlock describes his style as
"comic-drama." But, he elaborates,
"I believe that just because a play is
funny, doesn't mean it isn't serious.
When an audience is laughing, they
are open, they are receptive. That's
when I can talk to them."
Among his artistic influences he
counts Walt Kelly's comic strip,
"Pogo." Kelly's work was humorous,
warm, human and at the same time
had a serious intent. "Mark Twain
operates in much the same way,"
Orlock observes.
"There's an embracing quality to
humor, a comforting quality that is
absent in other tones of drama," he
says.
Richard Graves, who directs the
UPS production of "Tactics" and
who is a visiting associate professor
of theatre from the University of
Minnesota, Duluth, saw "Tactics" at
the Cricket Theatre and asked to present the play in Tacoma.
Orlock calls Graves "a fine director, a very theatrical director." Both
worked together earlier on the
American College Theatre Festival
team -- Orlock as regional
playwriting chairman and Graves as
regional chairman.
The playwright is looking forward
to his Tacoma visit as "a much anticipated westward journey."

business fraternity, in coordination
with the Salvation Army and will last
through November 25th.
Any donation will be greatly appreciated and may be deposited at
any of four locations, the Information Booth in the SUB, the office of
Business Administration - McIntyre
128, the library and the mail room Jones 003.

Willis (James Watkins), a professional flag-pole sifter, tells Apricot
(Wendi Naplin) about the rewards of his career in Tactks for Na,4ay
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Round Trip:

COPENHAGEN or OSLO
STOCKHOLM - $680.00
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Validity: Oct. 1, '81 to
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Call your travel
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for details
Take a Short Cut
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S140.00 for 7 days
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Balaam Publishes Research On Food Politics
By Julia Chester
World hunger, especially in the
regions of the Third World, Eastern
Europe, and the Soviet Union has
been a topic of concern for many
years. For Professor Dave Balaam of
the UPS Political Science department, the issue of Asian food
systems is an area of particular interest, and he has just co-edited a
book on the topic called Food

Politics: The Regional Conflict.

AW

The idea for the book came about
when he and a former colleague
Michael Carey, a professor at Marymount University in Loyola California, chaired a panel discussion on
Food Politics, at a Political Science
conference in 1979. The two agreed
to co-edit a book comprised of
panelist papers and assorted theses:
Professor Balaam wrote one article,
co-authored another with Michael
Carey, and wrote the conclusion of
the book.
Did authorship come hard for
Prof. Balaam? "Writing is a
challenge. Its exciting and
stimulating dealing with new ideas.
And colleagues can then criticize
your work. Sometimes I had to go
tiirough the entire manuscripts, edit,
rewrite, and re-type - the whole
thing. Students shouldn't be disappointed when writing papers if they
have to rewrite them several times.
In order to get things right you have
to do it that way."
The major purpose of the book is
to present a framework through
which to view food problems of the
world in the regions of Latin
America, Africa, North America,
Eastern Europe, Soviet Union, and
Asia. However, just one framework
cannot fit the ma,jy problems each
country faces in food production.
This book proposes three major
themes on how to deal with these

myriad variables.
"To solve hunger problems there's
not just one single global approach.
Solutions have to be nationalist. The
book shows the diversity of the problems specific to the country the
problem exists in."
The eight contributing authors differed in their opinions about what
role the state and national governments were doing with these regions.
"Some said the state should take a
stronger role (the liberal argument),
and some said the state role should
be minimized and the international
market should deal with it."
Another theme of the book deals
with how the political and economic
decisions influence the distribution
of food, based on political decisions
and economic factors in each country.
The conclusion of the book written by Balaam gave his recommendations on how to deal with hunger.
"I maintain the argument for selfreliance as opposed to selfsufficiency. Self-reliance is a mixture
of a western development model
and a socialist development model,
but geared specifically for each
country. One model will not solve
the problem. Self-reliance emphasizes the unique problems of the
nation concerned."
Professor Balaam plans to use this
book in future Winterim courses
dealing with the policy of food
politics. "It wasn't intended to be a
best seller but a detailed research
piece. It is meant to be used in conjunction with another text, as a supplementary text."
The book had no problems getting
published. The major factors in getting a work or an idea published
however was time, and the necessity
of having a good idea. "Time is

Fnditinn rvJ

Continued from Page 5
funded Outdoor Program. The latter,
though a good concept, does not get
much use. This circumstance
perpetuates the belief that the Expeditionary does not get much use
when the two organizations arre entirely separate. This confusion is
somewhat illustrated by an event involving a ASUPS senator who in the
course of giving examples of ASUPS
programs which could be cut back,
mentioned the Expeditionary.
Lack of promotion on the part of
the University seems also to effect
sales. While this service could be used to advantage by the University as
something that could perhaps entice
prospective freshmen students into
registering here, it has failed to be included in many of the tours conducted here. For the most part, the
Expeditionary itself has been trying
to do the same through such devices

U

I

I

I

as open houses, contests, and advertising, but there is still one factor
which very much contributes to a
less than liberal use of its facilities time.
Time for outside activities is
notably lacking for students who
have to deal with a full load of
classes and their related work loads.
Time (better said the lack of it) is in
all probability the primary reason
that the Expeditionary is not used as
much as many people believe it can
be. It is readily apparent that at
times when course load is reduced
(Winterim for example), rentals increase.
From all points, it seems that the
Expeditionary provides a very
valuable, if not invaluable service to
this University. It remains to be seen,
however, whether the University
may allow it to keep on doing so.

crucial. Being a faculty member
with teaching responsibilities its
hard to have the time. If you have a
topic of interest its not hard to get
published. In the future food politics
will be of a continuing interest,
therefore there was no problem with
getting a contract."
It is too soon to predict the success of the book since the hard back
copy just came out in September
and the paperback edition has yet to
come out in January. But it is doing
favorably so far, The book is published by Allan Held, Osmun, a subsidiary of Littlefield Adams.
Professor Balaam has no immediate plans for another book but
it is a possibility in the future. "I
would like to see how the book will
be used practically in government.
I'll continue doing research in the
area of American food policy and
the role it plays in American foreign
policy."

APPLICATIONS AND
INTERVIEWS
are now being taken for
the Trail positions of:
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
For more information call
X3278

ww

University of Puget Sound
students are invited to participate in
Glamour Magazine's 1982 Top Ten
College Women Competition.
Young women from colleges and
universities throughout the country
will compete in Glamour's search for
ten outstanding students. A panel of
Glamour editors will select the winners on the basis of their solid
records of achievement in academic
studies and/or in extracurricular activities on campus or in the cornmu n ity.
The 1982 Top Ten College Women
will be featured in Glamour's August
College Issue and will receive a
$1,000 cash prize.
Applications forms and additional
information are available from the
Office of Public Relations, Room
205, Jones Hall.
Applications must be postmarked
no later than December 15, 1981.
Candidates must include with their
application a 500 to 700 word essay
in which they describe the most
meaningful and stimulating
achievements in their college career.

-

LOGGER BASKETBALL on
KUPS-FM 90.1. Men vs. AlACanada TONIGHT 7 p.m.
Women at PLU Tuesday 7 p.m.

Thursday, November 19 the
American Cancer Society will
sponser its 5th annual "Great
American Smokeout." The Great
American Smokeout is a national
educational campaign to get
smokers to give up the habit for just
one day, with the hope that many
smokers will quit them for good. For
more information, call the American
Cancer Society at 383-1663, and
watch for further information on
campus.

____ LSAT . MCAT• GRE

State Senator Peter VonReichbauer, who caused
political turmoil by switching parties and thereby throwing
power to the Republicans, will be speaking Wednesday,
December 2nd at 7:30 in McIntyre 106. He's an extremely
interesting and controversial local figure primarily
because he changed his party affiliation.

Glamour's
lop 10

GRE PSYCH GRE BlO MAT
GMAT - DAT - OCAT - PCAT
VATS SAT CPA TOEFL
MSKP- NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX . VQE
NDB- NPB t . NLE

4tQQH

KPIAN

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938
For ,rs!ormat,on, P/ease Ca/I:

523-7617

"WE'VE
GOTA DATE
NOV. 19th":
"That's when the
American Cancer
Society asks every
smoker in America
to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever"
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
American Cancer Society
This space contributed by the publisher.

SKIING
From GERMANY Fuliplast
skis.. Brand New..Size 205cm
$50.00 Call 752-8134 for info.

INFORMATION ON
ALASKAN & OVERSEAS JOB
$20,000450,000
PER YEAR POSSIBLE
602-941-8014
DEPT. 7642
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ealth Center Offers V.D. Information
In the small community of a
university campus the chances of
catching infectuous diseases are
relatively high. With the prevalent
liberal attitude towards sex, sexually
transmitable disease has become an
increasing problem on campuses all
over the U.S. To deal with the problem the UPS Health and Wellness
Center sponsored Dr. Tice, a
specialist on infectuous diseases, to
discuss some of the more prevalent
sexually transmitable diseases such
as syphyllis, Gonorrhea,
Chalamydia, and Herpes, and their
symptoms. Knowledge about these
diseases is important as some have
permanently damaging side effects.
Syphyllis, originally known as "the
American Disease" because of its inception in Europe after the return of
Columbus from the New World, is
one of the most serious, but one of
the mostunlikelyliseases among college students. Cases of syphyllis are
relatively infrequent as their is a
good blood test, but long term effects produce ruptured blood
vessels, and sometimes, insanity.
The symptoms of the disease are
genital sores, and they are harder to
determine on women than men.
Penecillin is effective in treating it,
but there has been a rise in the
number of cases repeated in the last
few years.
Gonorrhea, a highly contagious infection, and one common among
college students, is known as the
"service mans" disease from its
prevalence during WWI and WWII.
The symptoms are internal, occurring within the genital tract. Original-

ly women were thought to be the
major carriers but this has proved
false. If the carrier is able to get
through the initial symptoms of
painful urination and pelvic pains,
the signs will go away, but the
disease will continue to harbor in
the individual. Gonorrhea occurs
frequently and is therefore not considered as serious as some of the
others. But the contrary is true as it
is the most frequent cause of infertility. It is also an elusive strain
which has developed resistance to
penicillin.
Its extremely contagious nature
was pointed our in a case sighted by
Dr. Tice. A fifteen year old girl went
untreated and within a short period
of time, Pierce County alone had as
many cases of Gonorreah as any
state.
Chalamydia, a somewhat unfamiliar infection, is dangerous as it
can cause trachoma and permanent
blindness. It is known to occur only
in women but can possibly occur in
men. Since it is harbored in women it
can be dangerous in pregnancy as it
can cuase neo-natal pneumonia in
babies. It is one of the trickier of the
big four as it is hardly diagnosible except for burning urination. It is easy
to treat, however, with Tetracycline.
Chalamydia is a primary cause of infertility in women. Though relatively
unknown, there is a 5-10 percent
higher incidence of cases of
Chalmydia than Gonorreah in the
college community.
Herpes, a formidable foe since
there is of yet no known cure, is one
of the more uncomfortable of the

diseases. Residing in the nervous
system, it will continue to issue forth
with lesions at intermittant periods.
People with these lesions are very
communicable and it poses the
greatest threat as far as sexual
freedom goes. One in one-hundred
pregnant women carry this disease
and it often causes death in
newborns. The only way to avoid
getting Herpes from someone who
has it is either through the use of
condoms, or abstinence. There has
been a rise in the number of cases of
Herpes due to increased sexual activity. Herpes is the only disease
with any possibility of being contracted through other than sexual
means due to its presence in cold
sores, and the nature of the sores.
Among the four diseases
Chalamydia occurs most frequently,
followed by Gonorreah, and Herpes.
Syphyllis continues to be rare. Its important that people seek help if any
of these symptoms occur, for there
are harsh consequences for those
who ignore them - among them infertility and neurological disorders.
The increasing use of the pill has
made these diseases largely communicable, as other methods of
birth control, such as condoms, are
more preventive.
So for your own sake and those of
your friends get help if you suspect
you carry any of these traits. The
Student Health Center upstairs in
the SUB will give counseling and
check-ups which are confidential. A
book on the subject by James Weir
and Kathy Hoims, called How to

Have Intercourse Without Getting

Acclaimed Flutist to Perform
with Tacoma Symphony
Carol Wincenc, who has been pronounced by critics as one of the
most dazzling and rhythmically infectious performers you will ever encounter, joins the Tacoma Symphony for its second concert of the
season, Friday, November 20.
Miss Wincenc's musical training
began when she was only four years
old. Her father gave her violin
lessons while her mother introduced
her to the piano. At nine Carol decided on her choice of instrument - the
flute.
Today, Miss Wincenc is regarded
as one of the world's foremost
flutist, evidenced by her winning
First Prize in the 1978 Naumburg
Flute Competition. Her first record
release has been cited by Stereo
Review as "A Recording of Special
Merit."
A faculty member at the Manhattan School of Music, Miss Wincenc
has participated at many musical
festivals and is equally in demand
for recitals, orchestral and chamber
music engagements.
The Tacoma Symphony concert
will be held at the Life Center, South
18th and Union at 8 pm. Musical
selections for the evening include
Concerto for Orchestra by Peter
Mennin; Concerto for Flute in C Major by Mozart, Poeme by Griff is and
Facsimile by Bernstein. Admission is
.free. Edward Seferian will be conducting.

Screwed is also available. Don't ignore the facts, for what you don't
know can hurt you.

Ready toteach
home nursing, first aid,
parenting, child care,
water safetCPR.
Red Cross: Ready bra new century.

+
Career
Corner
According to Career Counselor,
Wendy Host, "Whether you, are now
a freshman, senior or in-between, the
time for career and life planning is
now!
The Career Development Center
provides free services to all students
to assist in the setting of educational, work or general life goals.
The Center offers individual
counseling, workshops, seminars,
employment interviews, information and resources.
In addition to personal assessment, career exploration and job
search techniques, the Center coordinates the Cooperative Education
job placement program, Internship
work experience program and offers
direct job placement services.
If you need help with an interview, a resume, a job lead, where to
go after UPS or "what do I want to
be when I grow up," the Career
Development Center is the place for
you.
Hours of thee Career Development Center are 8 am to 5 pm, location is in the Library 225 and the
price is right. Next issue look for
more detailed information about the
new Center ... your roving reporter.

FREE DELIVERY!!

just give them a call
565-4925
10 Percent
Student & Staff
Discount
Open Fri.-Sat. til 9:00pm
All Day Sunday

6601 - 6th Ave. 565-4925
Prize winning flutist Carol Wincenc will join the Tacoma Symphony in
their concert this Friday night at 8 p.m. at the Life Center.

(across from Sea-First Bank)
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KUPS TOP 10
Journey, Escape, Columbia
Police, Ghost In The Machine, A&M
Go-Go's, Benny And The Beat, IRS
RoIling Stones, Tatto You, Rolling
Stones Records
Hoovers, Smut And Class, Airstrip
Orchestral Manoeuvers in The Dark,
OMD, Virgin
Joan Armatrading, Walk Under Ladders, A&M
Madness, Seven, Stiff
Martin Briley, Fear Of The Unknown,
Mercury
Genesis, ABACAB, Atlantic

BILLBOARD TOP 10
RoIling Stones, Tattoo You, Rolling
Stone Records
Foreigner, 4, Atlantic
Stevie Nicks, Bella Donna, Modern
Journey, Escape, Columbia
Bob Seger, Nine Tonight, Capitol
Dan Fogelberg, The Innocent Age,
Full Moon/Epic
Rickie Lee Jones, Pirates, Warner
Bros.
Pat Benatar, Precious Time, Chrysalis
Al Jarreau, Breakin' Away, Warner
Bros.
Billy Joel, Songs in The Attic, Columbia

ATTENTION:

All Pre-OT and Pre-OT students

AVAILABLE NOW
IN THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE
APPLICATION MATERIALS
FOR

—FaIl, 1982 and Spring, 1983
Undergraduate/Certificate Program
—Fall, 1982 Basic Masters 01 Program
—Fall, 1982 PT Program
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15, 1982
Further Information: Call Admission5
(3211-Ask for Alice Macy)

Ba I/et Tacoma Opens
Ballet Tacoma is in its 26th season
and will open with its traditional and
acclaimed Nutcracker on December
18th at 7:30 pm with Joffrey Ballet
guest artists Denise Jackson and
Greggory Huffman dancing the roles
of the Sugar Plum Fairy and her
brave Cavalier. Members of the
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Edward Seferian will
perform that night and for the entire
seven performance run; the 18th
through the 22nd. The Spring concert will follow on March 13 and 14
featuring company choreographer
Kay Englert's "Mazurka!" and
"Slaveni" by internationally renowned choreographer Nenad Lhotke. In
June Peter Pan will be presented on
the 18th and 19th with a cast of over

100 dancers. Subscription tickets
that include the opening night performance of Nutcracker are only
$25.00 for all three concerts and
subscriptions that include any other
Nutcracker performance are $17.50
per person for all three concerts.
Reservation tickets are still available
for a specila after performance
dinner at the Bavarian Restaurant on
opening night Dec. 18th. This is
limited to the first 150 persons.
These and all performance tickets
are available at the Bon and the
Tacoma Actor's Guild at 1323 South
Yakima for a savings of 10% over individual event tickets. All seats
reserved. Call Ballet Tacoma at
272-9631 for information.

Fund for Religious journalists
Applications ar, available for the
1 982-83 Stooc', Fellowship for
graduate study in journalism, a
$6,000 awalu nsored by United
Methodist Communications.
The fellowship is intended to
enhance the professional competence of a Christian person who is
in or plans to enter the field of
religious journalism. It will fund
graduate study at an accredited
school or department of journalism
of the recipient's choice.
Acceptable fields of journalism include audio-visual and electronic as
well as print media.
The fellowship, now in its 18th
year, honors two past leaders of the
Methodist news service. The late Dr.
Ralph Stoody was general secretary
and director of the Commission on
Public Relations and Methodist Information, an agency of the former
Methodist church, from 1940 until
his retirement. Dr. Arthur West of
Dayton, Ohio succeeded Dr. Stoody

in 1964 as head of Methodist Information and became associate
general secretary of United
Methodist Communications responsible for the Division of Public
Media. He retired in 1975.
Applicants will be judged on
Christian commitment, academic
achievement, journalistic experience, clarity of purpose and
potential professional usefulness as
a religious journalist.
Judges are Dr. Cornish Rogers,
teacher at the Claremont, Calif,
School of Theology; the Rev. Susan
T. Henry-Crowe of Greenville, S.C.;
and Barbara j. Wilkinson of Detroit,
Mich., free-lance writer and former
conference communicator.
Application forms may be obtained from Nelson Price, United
Methodist Communications, Room
1370, 475 Riverside Drive, New York,
N.Y., 10115. Applications and supporting documents must be mailed
by Jan. 20, 1982.

Crosscurrents Calendar
Sixteen months of events, both on
the University of Puget Sound campus and in the surrounding community, are listed in the 1981-82
calendar produced by the Crosscurrents Review staff at UPS.
According to editor Lyn Sawyer, a
UPS senior, the calendar was
developed as a public service and as
a fund raising venture to support the
semi-annual publication, Crosscurrents Review. Throughout the calendar are photographs taken by UPS
students and alumni.
The calendar is the first of two
projects undertaken by the Crosscurrents Review staff this year. The second project is a major format
change for Crosscurrents, which was
formerly a student art and literature
publication.
The publication has been expanded to a full literary review, similar to
the Ken yon Review. It will contain
essays, journals, articles and
research written by faculty
members, alumni and community
residents as well as students and will
be sent to major college libraries
throughout the country.

The first issue comes out in
December. Sawyer invites the
university community, alumni and
area residents to submit articles by
March 1 for the April edition.
Material may be mailed to: The
Crosscurrents Review, Editor Lyn
Sawyer, Student Union Building,
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma,
Wa. 98416.
The calendar is on sale for $3 at
the UPS Bookstore, Book Feire,
Quiet Companion Books and
Booksellers in Tacoma and Candles
and Wine Ltd. and Various and Sundry Tea Co. in Gig Harbor.
Adviser for the 30-member
Crosscurrents Review staff is Tim
Hansen, professor of English.

Auditions for the UPS Radio
Theatre's production of "A
Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens
on Monday, November 23, at 5:30 at
KUPS. For more information call Jor dana or Bob at KUPS.or Richard at
479-3535.
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Loggers Storm Santa Clara

Bob Akamian

The UPS Logger footballers clinched an NCAA Division II playoff
berth, with a little help from our
Northwest weather, by downing the
Santa Clara Broncos 10-0 in the
md, rain and lightning at Baker
Stadium. The Loggers will host the
North Dakota State Bison at
Highline Stadium on Saturday, Nov.
28. The win upped the UPS record to
10-1, the highest win total in school
history (although the 1956 Loggers
were undefeated, finishing 7-0-1).
The wild weather reduced the
playing field to a sea of mud and
destroyed any hope for a balanced
offensive attack by the two teams
The only player who was seemingly
unaffected was Logger fullback Rick
Lindblad who rushed for 169 of the
total 202 yards gained by UPS on the
afternoon. Rick also ripped off a 45
yard touchdown romp that was called back by a penalty.
But the Logger scoring came from

Logger
Hoopers Tip
off
The Logger basketball team enters
its fifth week of practice limping a
little, but looking more and more
like a cohesive unit. "The team has
improved their execution. They are
playing real hard in scrimmages and
are starting to recognize the
offense," says coach Don Zech,
commenting on his team thus far. "It
takes awhile for any team to get it
together in the pre-season, especially when the kids are not used to
playing with each other. I feel that
we have just started to gel, but still
have a long way to go."
After a 60 minute scrimmage last
Saturday, coach Zech made a few
remarks about the play of his squad.
"The guys really played aggressively
but seemed to slow down a bit in the
last 20 minute time period. Rally
Wallace looked good; he was
crashing the boards hard and showed us a lot of hustle. Pat Strand and
Wayne Ricarte played well at their
respective positions and I think
Wayne is recovering nicely from his
injury."
Pre-season practice has been
rough on Logger cagers and some
have been hurt. As stated above,
Wayne Ricarte seems to have
recovered from a hip pointer received in a practice scrimmage. Kevin
Todd, however, is s'.ill out with a
foot injury and is c'oubtful for the
season opener against Athletes-InAction (Canada). The freshman, Dan
Domey, is back in practice afer being out a week with a strained knee.
Another freshman, 6'9" Dave
Watkins, has been nagged with some
minor foot problems but looks very
impressive and will probably see action against AlA. -

the foot of Monty Laughlin and the
feet, (and hands) of Ron Bagby on
the Logger's second and eleventh
possessions of the game.
The second possession came with
4:19 to play in the first quarter. The
Loggers took the ball on their own 26
yard line after the Broncos turned
the ball over on downs. Santa Clara
had returned a Wayde Stephens
punt to the UPS 47. Operating in the
worst conditions of the day, it took
10 plays and 7:10 to move the ball 21
yards, before going for a first down
on fourth and long. With an injured
kicker and facing a 50 mph wind, a
field goal attempt or punt was out of
the question. So the Broncos went
for it and failed.
From there Drivstuen and Linblad
took the Loggers to the Santa Clara
19. Laughlin then did the honors
from 36 yards out with the wind to
make it 3-0. That would remain the
score until there was only a minute

to play.
On that series, UPS took the ball
at the SCU 19 following a punt and a
Ron Bagby return. On third and 13,
Bags started off the right side and
took it in for a 22 yard ID run and
the final margin was 10-0 Loggers.
The real story of the game was
missed opportunities by both sides.
UPS missed two field goals although
to be fair, both were attempted into
the wind and both were placed in
mud. The Loggers also failed on 2
4th down plays inside the Santa
Clara 10 yard line.
Santa Clara, meanwhile, failed to
move the ball, period, after their
long first quarter possession. They
only were able to put together 2 first
downs once in a third quarter
possession. Buster Crook picked off
3 passes by Bronco quarterback
John Gaigalri, who finished the day 5
for 17 for 59 yards.
The Loggers did not even attempt

to establish a passing attack in the
wind, Rod Drivstuen completed one
of the only 8 passes he threw, for 5
yards. The two teams, between
them, only accumulated 17 first
downs.
UPS finished the regular season
ranked no.1 on the West Coast and
in the top 4 nationally. Their playoff
opponents were unranked, but were
considered no.2 in the West. The only other team granted a playoff
berth this week was no.2 Northern
Michigan. The other top teams all
have one remaining game this weekend. The damaged turf at Baker
Stadium is the reason why an alternate site was sought by UPS athletic
director Jack Ecklund.
If the Loggers get by NDSU, they
will also host a semifinal game on
December 5th. From there, UPS
would advance to the National
Championship game, Dec. 12th in
McAllen, Texas. You can follow all
the playoff action on KU PS-FM 90.1.

Spikers Finish Strong
After a frustratingly slow start, the
UPS Varsity Volleyball team picked
up momentum and played at a pace
equal to last year's impressive 33-12
match play record. Two tournaments and two home matches in
September and suddenly UPS had
already lost 9 contests, while winning only 3. First year coaches Scott
Cubberly and Robert Kim had good
reason to believe the best was yet to
come.
For one thing, 2 of the 5 returning
starters were injured before the
season began - power hitter, Lisa
Cook and middle blocker, Mary Cannon. In addition, talented freshmen
Carolyn Bell, Vera Vili, and Denise
Dudley were playing well and only
needed some experience before the
victories would come. Sophomore,
Eve Valentine also showed good
potential playing in those early matches. UPS consistently scored 10-13
points in their losing efforts, while'
being led by returness Jennifer
McFall, Patti Brabec, setter Tammy
Brown and Diane Dixon.
October 3, against the University
of Washington's JV's, UPS began a
winning streak that carried them to a
current record of 21-14, or 18-5 after
the first two weeks! With Tammy
Brown setting a 5-1 offense, Jennifer
McFall and Mary Cannon dominated
the middle, while Lisa Cook and
junior transfer Sheila DeFrank hit
with authority from the outside. Patti Brabec provided additional power
hitting from the weakside and set
when needed.
The entire team has played well!
Height, power and ball control are
characteristics that have overwhelmed all but the best of teams.
Junior, Jennifer McFall has proven
herself to be an awesome athlete
and leads the team in kill percentage

(65%) and stuff blocks.Mary Cannon
and Patti Brabec, only sopnomores,
have had the most impressive spikes.
Outside hitters Lisa and Sheila have
received almost 50% of the sets
combined and have put away 50%
of them. Tammy, the team captain,
sets the middle attack very well and
glues the team together.
UPS is almost certain of qualifying for an at-large berth in the
Regional Tournament November 20,
21 at Williamette University in
Salem, Oregon. A win there would
send UPS to South Bend, Indiana
against the nations best in the AIAW
Division III Championships. UPS
finished 2nd in Regionals last year
and almost beat Whitworth, the
Regions no.1 seed, in the finals of

this years UPS Invitational Tournament, October 24 (16-14, 12-15,
10-15).
With 7 talented sophomores and
freshman, 3 juniors and no seniors,
UPS is assured of a solid future.
Look for this team to establish itself
as a consistent Northwest volleyball
powerhouse!

Tickets for the 30th annual
University Madrigal Singers Concert
will be available from the School of
Music on Friday, Nov. 20. The
Madrigal Singers are under the direction of Dr. Bruce Rodgers.
Performances are at 8 pm on Dec.
9-13, Jacobsen Recital Hall.

M *olabpub
Tacoma Mall
II Day SUNDAY Special
Pitchers $1.50

Party KEGS To Go
Coupon Special
Offer good
thru November
with coupon

15" 5 item Pizza &
a Pitcher of Beer
0 n I y $1 0.00

'' to J. C. P.im.v)
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The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of the
newspaper. Any resemblences to
any person, place or thing is purely
coincidental.
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.......
Did You Know ThBLSerni Solidarios is really
James Garner?

Did You Know ThaL...Tommv Newsome
More Exciting Than Phil Phibbs?

Did You Know That...Dr. Craig Gunter was
once a male Rockette?

NIS
Did You Know That ...Aaron Petersen is really
'-

'9

78 years old?l

Did You Know That... Former Assistant Dean
of Students Jerome Mayfield did not
leave his job voluntarily?

The Crosscurrents Review
Is Now Accepting Works for Publicationi-'hotographs

We're Looking For:

Bad Artwork that we can pass
of f as Art Nouveau,
If you are interested, call x3408 and ask for Lyn.

This ad paid for by...
The Crosscurrents Review, Narcissus Press, Tacoma, Wa.

No Talent Needed...Just Ga!!....

of things like
dead plants that we can pass
off as art,

And strings of participles that
we can pass of f as poetry.

